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Deadbug Isometric Combo 

 Align trunk, brace core, inhale 

 Lift legs and move arms overhead 

 Nod chin and lift head 1cm off 
ground 

 Breathe deeply 

 Be still like a dead bug 

 

Bridge 

 Align trunk, brace core, inhale 

 Drive hips up to end range 

 Careful not to lose “rib tuck” 
positioning (aka don’t flare ribs up, 
hyperextending the back) 

 Be strong enough for a car to go 
over the bridge 

 

Side Plank Knees 

 Knees bent 90 degrees 

 Align trunk, brace core, inhale 

 Drive hips forward 

 Broad shoulders 

 Align head and neck, using a slight 
nod of the chin 

 Focus! 

 

Bear Crawl Double Knee Lift 

 Align trunk, brace core, inhale 

 Hips, knees and arms at 90 degrees 

 Lift knees 5cm off ground 

 Maintain head and neck alignment, 
look down between your hands 

 Growl like a bear, if you want  

(Side plank Opposite Side) As above, opposite side 
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Scap Pushup 

 Align trunk, brace core, inhale 

 Drive shoulders forward, but keep 
spinal alignment straight (don’t 
exaggerate an arched upper back) 

 Collapse shoulder blades together, 
maintaining spinal alignment and 
bracing 

 “Scap” is a fancy slang for scapula, 
aka shoulder blade, but it sounds 
cooler! 

 

Bridge Walkouts 

 Align trunk, brace core, inhale 

 Drive hips up just like previous 
bridge exercise 

 Keeping hips strong, walk feet out 
halfway, until your hamstring 
muscles (at the back of the legs) 
start to feel it!  

 Strong hammies help you jump, 
sprint, and prevent ACL injuries! 

 

Hip Hinge / Romanian Deadlift 

 Standing tall, align trunk, brace core, 
inhale 

 Bend from the hips while shins stay 
vertical; low back and trunk 
alignment stays in the start position 
throughout the movement 

 Trace the hands down your legs 

 Stop when you feel tension in your 
hamstrings 
 

 

Eccentric Pushup 

 On hands and knees, align trunk, 
brace core and inhale 

 Extend legs to pushup start position 

 SLOWLY lower toward the ground 

 Eccentric is a fancy word for a 
“lengthening muscle contraction” – 
muscles can produce more force this 
way so it’s a great way to strengthen 
toward doing a regular pushup 

 Get back to start any way you like 
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Air Squat 

 Heels are wider than shoulder width 
apart, 15-30 degree out-turn of the 
feet 

 Standing tall, align trunk, position 
arms in front, brace core, inhale 

 As you descend, drive the knees out 
to stay positioned over your feet 

 Maintain your spinal alignment 

 Weight is distributed evenly along 
the feet 

 

Double-arm Zombie Drag 

 With arms overhead, align trunk 
(nod chin), brace core, inhale 

 Drive hands down into the ground 
and pull forward like a pullup motion 

 Make zombie noises, especially if 
you get stuck 

 Nobody ever said being a zombie 
was easy 

 

Lunge to High-Knee (Sprinter’s March) 

 Descend into a lunge with joints 
positioned at 90 degree angles 

 When right knee is forward, left arm 
is forward and vice versa 

 Align trunk, brace, inhale 

 Drive up to high knee position (arms 
switch as you move up 

 Emphasize driving the knee up as 
high as possible, and a 2 second 
hold at the top 

(Lunge to High Knee, Opposite Side) As above, opposite side 

Fast Dynamics 
Refer to Movement Champions Level 1 
videos on youtube for demonstrations 
(Perform Over a 5 to 10 metre distance) 

1. High knees 
2. Butt kicks 
3. Shuffle step 
4. Carioca 
5. Forward/back speed hops 
6. Lateral hops 
7. Bounding – 3 to 5 jumps 

Sport and Skill Warmups As dictated by your activity 

 


